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02 Simple deployment

Get started quickly without 
need for professional 
programming skills. Ease of 
use, self-deployment of map 
creation, routing and 
process configuration 

Numerous interfaces

Seamlessly dock with external 
devices and support a variety 
of standard interfaces

 Flexible workflow configuration

There are a variety of configurations such as 
waiting tasks, loop and process combinations 
to meet the requirements of different users

Multi-robot scheduling for 
optimal path planning

Support >300 robots collaborating 
seamlessly, and plan the optimal path 
based on current situation

Intelligent inventory management

Manage expiration-date of materials, following 
first-in-first-out principle, mixed shelf placement 
can maximize space utilization.

Function Features  System Features
 flexible + accurate + safe simple + powerful

 Top modular application combination, 
which is highly flexible

With a variety of top module types including cage trolley 
traction, roller, lifting, multi-layer cargo loading and 
man-machine interaction, the robots can meet the needs 
of different uses. 

Robot and main components have received EU CE 
certification, guaranteeing safety and reliability. 
The M1000 with 360°laser sensor is designed for 
demanding and complex industry scenarios.

Laser sensor with safety certification + 
360° laser obstacle avoidance

Hybrid laser + QR code navigation supports flexible path and 
density storage at the same time

Hybrid navigation mode with accurate and 
reliable positioning (±10mm)
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3C industry solutions

Characteristics
Labor is one of the main costs in the labor-intensive 3C industry. The rapid increase of labor costs has led to lower 
profit margins for less-profitable 3C production companies. 

Saving labor costs is extremely urgent. In addition, rapid development of product technology has led to short life 
cycles. Traditional single function equipment can no longer meet production needs. The 3C industry needs 
functional integration and flexible production lines.

Automobile industry 
solutions

Characteristics
With the continuous development of the global automobile industry, China's automobile manufacturing 
industry is fast developing. By 2020, the sales of China's automobile market will make up over half of the total 
car sales worldwide. 

As one of the most automated industries, the automobile industry constantly seeks to be faster, more efficient 
and more accurate. The handling process, as a link that does not produce added-value, is the first step that 
needs to be improved.

Customer value

easy to use, quick change of the transport-
ing route, shortened cycle of transforming 
layout due to product upgrading

Flexible and expandable

the intelligent moving solution can meet the require-
ments of high intensity at a lower labor cost and can 
adjust to special working environments

high level automation requires a software system to 
match with it. The Geek+ intelligent moving system can 
dock with WMS/MES/ERP/WCS and so on seamlessly to 
fully support the manufacturing process control.

industrial-level design meets CE safety certifica-
tion and enables smart manufacturing.

The Geek+ intelligent moving system integrates 
material/shelf management functions, transfers 
information synchronously and realizes on-demand 
material distribution on time.

the solution realizes seamless connection of 
the various processes, greatly enhances 
manufacturing quality and completes the 
entire production process in the most 
economical way.

Alleviate labor intensity and save labor costs

plan reasonable layout, reduce waste of 
space caused by line-side storage

Optimize the site layout

the Geek+ intelligent moving system enables interconnec-
tion of devices and personalized customization to meet the 
user's full process requirements 

Optimize the production process
Customer value
Complete system and comprehensive functions

Material management, information transfer

Stable performance, high safety

Lean manufacturing, investment

Recommended solutions
M1000/P800/P500 + Geek+ intelligent moving system + charging station + visual interface

M1000/P800/P500 Geek+ Intelligent
Moving System

Charging Station Visual Interface

Recommended solution
M100 + top module + Geek+ intelligent moving system + 
charging station + visual interface + wireless calling module

Wireless Calling 
Module

Geek+ Intelligent
Moving System

Charging Station Visual Interface

automatic traction of 
cage trolley

cage trolley traction

fixed shelves/bins 
transportation

lifting

warehouse picking 
operation，follow-me 
mode operation

human-machine 
interraction platform

material transfer，production material 
connection，production line joint

roller interface
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Recommended 
solution

Storage logistics 
industry solutions06

Characteristics

Background

As the economy shifts, logistics has evolved from an era of single-variety and large-vol-
ume logistics to an era of multi-variety and small-volume logistics. The modern storage 
function of the logistics system in the form of production supporting warehouses, is set 
to feed on demand and realizes pull-production. 

Handling is one of the most frequent activities in the whole logistics process. As a result, 
automated handling to replace manual operations is beneficial to improve the efficiency 
of logistics operations and reduce the damage and time waste caused by manual error, 
thereby providing indirect value to the entire process.

M1000/P800 + Geek+ intelligent moving system + charging station + visual interface + 
wireless calling module

Intelligent moving project of 
production line distribution 

at a famous 3C company 

Challenge
As a leading brand of intelligent imaging 
systems worldwide as well as a top 10 
consumer electronics innovation company, 
the company redefines the meaning of "Made 
in China" with first-class technology products. 

With customers in more than 100 countries 
around the world, the company has ushered 
in a new era of global “incorporated” image 
through continuous innovation in technology 
and product.

With gradual decreasing demographics in China, the propor-
tion of labor costs to the total manufacturing costs is on the 
rise. The manufacturing of 3C industry is urgently upgrading 
to intelligent production from traditional manual operations 
in assembly line production. 

Reducing labor costs is a priority. In addition, the 3C industry 
is facing increasing demand for flexible production of 
multiple varieties and small batches and a need for individual-
ized customization, requiring rapid response and adjustment 
of the production process.

Recommended solution
The company introduced the Geek+ intelligent moving solution to reduce labor costs and improve the clutter of 
line-side shelves. The solution selects M100 series with SLAM navigation featuring strong expansion, flexible opera-
tion and rapid deployment. 

It can adapt to the change of the route caused by the adjustment of the production line layout to improve the 
flexibility of production. At the same time, the application of intelligent robots optimizes the layout structure and 
improves space utilization.

Customer 
value  the Geek+ software system has comprehensive functions which can schedule over 

100 robots to cooperate simultaneously, calculate optimal path and ensure the best 

operational efficiency.

Flexible scheduling and efficient task completion

robot flexibly docks with stereoscopic warehouse/hoister, replaces manual handling 

for raw material admission, production line distribution, transfer to put-aside and 

finished product take-down.

Flexible connection, full-logistic automatic handling

remote guidance + door-to-door maintenance service without affecting the operation 

of the entire process

Convenient operation and maintenance, rapid response

lower occupation of warehouse space and lower cost of goods storage reduce loss 

rate of goods and accelerate capital turnover

Cross-docking operations, cost reduction

Flexible production Maximize space utilization 
3C electronic industry Decrease labor cost

Customer value

Staffing and manual operation intensity are reduced by replacing manual handling with the handling robot. The 
system’s intelligent dispatching and visualization operations improves the efficiency of handling operations such 
as warehousing, delivery, and transshipment.

Low operating costs, automated handling

The laser SLAM navigation system realizes 
identification accuracy of ±10mm and obstacle 
detection under 150mm so as to ensure the 
safety of personnel and equipment in the 
workplace.

Safe and stable

The flexible dispatching system enables the fast layout 
adjustment, expansion and upgrade of the production 
line or warehouse, flexibly adjusts the number of 
robots, and realizes flexible production.

 Flexible production, flexible layout

M1000/P800/P500 Geek+ Intelligent
Moving System

Charging Station Visual Interface Wireless Calling 
Module



Challenge
The primary source of income of the company is automotive 
interior and exterior decoration. In recent years, as consump-
tion continues to upgrade, the quality of interior and exterior 
decoration has become a major selling point of automobiles. 
However, compared with other components, the industry 
profit margin of decoration still remains lower. High initial 
investment and weak profitability, coupled with rising labor 
costs, make manpower cost reduction a top priority. 

In addition, the company plans to turn around the traditional 
production control mode and apply intelligent product 
modules and technologies with Internet of Things technology 
to assist in the manufacturing to “intelligent manufacturing” 
upgrading process and contribute to the merge of digitaliza-
tion and industrialization.

Solution
By introducing Geek+ intelligent moving solution, 
the company meets the handling requirements of 
high frequency and long distance of the 
production line and realizes multi-point serial 
handling, work-in-process visual management 
and handling process management. 

Geek+ has helped the company complete the 
transformation of several factory-related 
product lines. The intelligent upgrading of other 
factories was completed in 2020.

Customer Value 

Intelligent handling project for 
a large auto parts 
manufacturer
Automobile industry Pull production management docking with MES
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Background
Ranking among the top 20 in the list of top 100 auto parts suppliers worldwide, the company is specialized in 
automotive interior and exterior, seating, electronics and passive security with overseas business accounting for 
nearly 30% and more than 230 factories all over the world. With nearly 6,300 engineers, 65,000 staffs, the company 
is committed to providing leading product solutions to major automobile manufacturers worldwide.

The Geek+ intelligent moving system seamlessly 
docks with MES, while supporting unobstructed 
communication between the Geek+ RMS scheduling 
system and the customer's system so as to satisfy 
the multiple integration demands. 

Intelligent moving system integration

Multiple moving tasks are combined through the 
configuration process and workstation attributes. The 
Geek+ RMS scheduling system coordinates multiple 
robots for path planning and task assignment, so as to 
realize multi-process and multi-tasking operations.

Process configuration and task management

The complete management of raw materials, 
work-in-process, semi-finished products and 
finished products featuring first-in, first-out, 
pull production, material shortage supple-
ment and inventory verification can be 
realized with Geek+ moving solution.

Unmanned storage management

The friendly visual interface displays a variety of 
items including running status, production layout and 
flow, shelf placement, and manufacturing process 
workstations.

Monitoring operation status



Solution
The Geek+ intelligent moving system is introduced to 
complete logistics operations from raw materials 
warehouse to semi-finished products warehouse and 
finished products warehouse, as well as final material 
storage and delivery. Hybrid navigation can meet the 
requirements of intensive storage while giving 
consideration to the automatic flow of materials in the 
factory, and responding to various operational 
requirements with a minimum number of robots, thus 
achieving a standardized and timely material distribu-
tion process.

Background
The company is one of the internationally renowned RFID tag antenna manufacturers, specializing in the design, research and 
development, production and sales of RFID tag antenna /Inlay. It is also one of the few high-tech enterprises that can provide RFID 
data acquisition solutions, and has won the trust of many world-class tag and smart card manufacturers. Annual production 
capacity of the company has exceeded 10 billion pieces.

Challenge
E-commerce retail has gained rapid growth thanks to convenience, strong selectivity and relatively low price, which has in 
turn expanded logistics distribution, intelligent storage systems, and intelligent logistics systems. The company is 
committed to seeking multi-cooperation, accelerating the expansion of smart logistics and smart new retail business 
market to seize market opportunities. With the increase of the production capacity, the intelligent transformation of the 
factory is imperative. The value of adopting intelligent moving solutions on site is obvious, with a direct or indirect effect 
on production and operational cost reduction, reducing manual labor intensity, accelerating automation level, and 
improving storage space utilization rate.

Advantages

Support hybrid navigation, which can select 
suitable navigation methods in road sections 
with different requirements to meet the 
diversified positioning needs.

Hybrid navigation to meet various 
requirements

Seamlessly integrate with elevator, 
auto-door and stereoscopic warehouse, 
complete flexible scheduling of multi-layer 
and multi-area robots, and realize the whole 
process of material handling from receiving 
raw materials on the platform to storing 
finished products.

 Flexible docking and auto handling

The maintenance and repair of the robot can be 
carried out independently compared with the 
traditional conveyor line. Without affecting the 
whole line production, it reduces the downtime 
of the production line and achieves high 
efficiency and high output.

 Simple maintenance without affecting
 the production of the whole line

Robots distributed in different locations within 
the work area can decompose tasks into different 
sub-tasks through the Geek+ multi-robot 
scheduling system. Different robots in the system 
simultaneously execute sub-tasks, thus shorten-
ing response period and improving overall system 
resource utilization.

Improve system resource utilization and 
material handling response speed

Hybrid navigation Fully automatic material flow Easy maintenance

Intelligent handling project 
of a well-known electronics 
manufacturer



68kg 200kg 170kg 195kg

M100 M1000 P500 P800

740*500*210mm

200kg（body）

200kg（lifting）

75kg（towing）

80kg (roller)

Inertia + QR code visual navigation

1090*830*275mm

1000kg 600kg 1000kg

950*702*275mm 1090*830*275mm

1.8m/s 2m/s

1.5m/s 1.6m/s

<20mm，2°

<10mm，1°

Laser radar + Ultrasonic

0~40° -20~50°

Lithium ion battery, 27Ah Lithium ion battery, 39Ah

360° Laser radar 
+ Safety edge

Default infrared obstacle avoidance, 
supporting laser radar

CEFCC/CE

>2000 circulation

>5 years

Weight

Model

Dimensions

Payload

Navigation

Max Speed

Full Load Speed

Control Precision

Stop Precision

Obstacle Avoidance

Safety Circuit

Battery

Battery Life

Charge Mode

Operation 
temperature

Design Life

Endurance

Auto Charge

Stand-alone endurance 10h, multi-machine continuous operation

Inertial + SLAM + 
Reflector navigation 
(customization) +QR 
code terminal 
positioning navigation 
(customization)

Stand-alone endurance 
8h, multi-machine 
continuous operation

Inertial + hybrid 
navigation + Reflector 
navigation (customiza-
tion) +QR code terminal 
positioning navigation 
(customization)

Parameters

M100 M1000 P500 P800

Defining smarter
handling automation

 “Simple and easy to use” design philosophy and advanced software and hardware technologies are 
adopted in the new generation of Geek+ moving robots, which provide smarter automation to 

businesses across industries. 


